EDDMapS—Triage System

The Triage system is a new way to easily sort through data from other databases that are added via API or from very large Bulk Uploads.

Only state and national-level verifiers are able to access the Triage System.

Similar to Bulk Verify, but one decision is made for all of the records in a row at one time.

Access the Triage system:
1) Click on My EDDMapS
2) Click on Admin Tools
3) Click on Triage System

Each row has a distinct species by state and reporter. Nativity is relative to the United States. New records is a count for potential new records by Species X State X Reporter. Existing Records is a count of this species’ EDDMapS records in the state. Regulatory List or State Laws show if the species exists on those types of lists as known to EDDMapS.

Sort A-Z (least-most) or Z-A (most-least)

Search for species, state, or reporter

- To Verifiers – Send to the Review Queue for individual evaluation
- Bulk Verify – Review the records as correct
- Ignore – Remove the records from the system without reviewing